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Abstract

This essay describes the standard-setting activities of UNESCO in the area of

bioethics, in particular the Universal Declaration 011 Bioethics and Humal1 Rights.

This Declaration has been adopted unanimously by the 191 member states in October

2005. The essay explains the reasons why member states asked for the preparation of

this Declaration, its process of development and drafting by the International

Bioethics Committee, and its contents. It further discusses the critical responses to the

Declaration as well as its possible impact.
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Introduction

On 19 October 2005 the 33rd General Conference of UNESCO, meeting in Paris,

"~ unanimously adopted the Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights [1].

This article explains tIle background, describes how the Declaration was developed,

lists a number of its innovative provisions and examines the critical responses

together with its possible impact.

'\\'hen the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

(UNESCO) was established 60 years ago, its Constitution declared that peace must be

founded upon the intellecnlal and moral solidarity of humanity. Julian Huxley, the

first Director-General, pointed out that, in order to make science contribute to peace,

security and human welfare, it was necessary to relate the applications of science to a

scale of values. Guiding the development of science for the benefit of humanity

therefore implied "the quest for a restatement ofmorality ... in hamIooy with modem

knowledge" [2].

Since its foundation, UNESCO has been concerned with moral issues in relation to

science. From the 19708 onwards, the emergence of the life sciences, in particular, has

led to the international examination ofbioethical questions. This global focus on

bioethics was instiMionalized in 1993 with the establishment of the lntemational

Bioethics Comminee (lBC) with a work program and budget for international

World Commission on the Ethics of Scientific Knowledge and Technology

ethics, science ethics and technology ethics. Since 2002 UNESCO has been

(COMEST), which is addressing other areas of applied ethics such as environmental

activities. The program was expanded in 1998 with the foundation by UNESCO of thef
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coordinating the activities of intemational bodies in the area of bioethics through the

Inter-Agency Committee on Bioethics of the United Nations (with, among others,

FAO, OEeD and WHO). In the same year, the 191 Member States decided that ethics

should be one of the five priorities of the Organization.

Standard-setting

One major objective of the work of UNESCO in ethics has been the

development of intemational nonnative standards. This is particularly important

since many Member States have only a limited infrastructure in bioethics. They

lack expertise, educational programs, bioethics committees, legal frameworks

and public debate. Technological progress, new knowledge and its applications,

new diagnostics, preventive and therapeutic interventions, have significantly

changed medicine and the life sciences as well as the context of health care,

giving rise to bioethical dilemmas both in highly developed and less developed

countries. Further, Bioethics is no longer the exclusive concem of scientists,

medical professionals, or policy-makers. It concerns all people. Disease,

disability, death and suffering are human experiences that sooner or later affect

evelybody. This is all the more true from an international perspective. Because

of globalization, not only scientific and technological advances spread around

the globe, but also bioethical dilemmas. As the example of cloning

demonstrates, when a new technology has been developed in one countly, it can

be applied elsewhere, even if some countries want to ban its use. On the other

hand, bioethical issues may arise because of inequality and injustice. If an

effective medication for diseases such as HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis is

available in some countries, it is morally problematic when patients die in
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countries because of a lack of resources. It is not acceptable that research

institutes and phamlaceutical companies cany out clinical trials in developing

countries without applying the same standards of infol111ed consent and risk

assessment as in developed countries. The global character of contemporalY

science and technology and the increasing number of research teams cOI11ing

from different countries suggest the need for a global approach to bioethics.

This is precisely what UNESCO aims to promote.

Intemational bioethics

In the past UNESCO has previously adopted two declarations in the field ofbioethics:

the Universal Declaration on the Human Genome and Human Rights (1997) and the

International Declaration 011 Human Genetic Data (2003). The scope of standard

setting was expanded significantly with the mandate given by the Member States to

develop a universal declaration on bioethics [3]. 11,e previous declarations had

focussed on the specialized area of genomics and genetics. \¥hen the new mandate

was given, all topics relevant to bioethics were placed on the table for negotiation.

In October 2001, ti,e General Conference, supported by the Rmmd Table of Ministers

of Science, invited the Director-General of UNESCO to examine the possibility of

developing a universal instrument on bioethics. The feasibility study drafted by the

Intemational Bioethics Committee concluded that it was possible to find common

ground in divergent bioethical positions by focusing on basic principles [4]. Some of

these principles had already been identified in previous declarations. The study also

stressed the necessity to develop a universal instrument because scientific practices

are now developing rapidly and extending beyond national borders. Developed and
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developing countries should therefore achieve broad consistency in the principes

infolming their regulations and policies.

In October 2003, the General Conference provided a mandate to submit a draft

declaration in two years. In the meeting, the French President (Mr J Chirac) made a

vigorous plea for a universal normative fi'amework, preferably a Convention, to guide

the progress of the life sciences and to protect the integrity and dignity of human

beings. Taking into account the short time frame, the variety of ethical cultures and

traditions, and the controversial nature of many bioethical issues, the subsequent

process ofdrafting, entrusted to the IBe, was based on extensive consultations with

many organizations (e.g. FAO, WHO, WIPO, Council of Europe, National Bioethics

Committees and international bioethics societies). During the elaboration of the text,

drafts, at various stages of the elaboration process, were published on the website of

UNESCO. The work of the IEC drafting group was therefore conducted in as public a

way as possible in order to facilitate consensus fommtiol1 and early identification of

any dissenting views.

Dealing with bioethics in an intergovernmental organization such as UNESCO

implies a linkage between science and politics. Any nonnative instrument needs to

reflect the scientific and ethical state of the art. But in the end any draft is submitted

for approval to the Member States which then decide if they want to adopt it. The

draft text developed by independent scientific experts of the IEC was necessarily

subjected to political negotiations amongst the governmental experts who represented

the governments of Member States. The result is that the cogency of the final text, in

some respects, may be diminished in order to create maximum adherence by all of the

governments involved. In order to facilitate the opportunities for compromise, the

work of the independent IEC was connected at an early stage with that of

developing countries should therefore achieve broad consistency in the principes 
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govemmental experts. Several amendments to the IBC text were made by the

governmental experts. The Declaration, as adopted, represents the lBe draft as so

amended.

The contents of the new Declaration

One of the contentiOllS issues in the elaboration was the scope ofbioethics. At least

three views were advanced. These were that bioethics had to do with (1) medicine

and health care, (2) the social context, snch as access to health, and (3) the

environment In different palis of the world} different conceptions, definitions and

histories ofbioethics were evident.

The scope of the adopted text of the Declaration is an obvious and valid compromise

between these views. It addresses "ethical issues related to medicine, life sciences and

associated technologies as applied to human beings, taking into account their social,

legal and environmental dimensions" (Art Ia).

The aims of the Declaration are multiple. However, the 1110St important aim is to

provide "a universal framework of principles and procedures to guide States in the

fommlation of their legislation, policies or other instruments in the field ofbioethics"

(Art 2i). One characteristic of present-day bioethics is that it is not merely an

academic discipline; it is also an area of public debate and policy-making. This is why

the Declaration primarily addresses States. But at the same time, since the bioethical

principles identified are founded on human rights and fundamental freedoms, every

individual is involved in bioethics. The Declaration, therefore, also aims "to guide the

actions of individuals, groups, communities, institutions and corporations, public and

private" (Art 2).
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The heart of the Declaration is to be found in the IS principles that are listed (see

Annex). The principles express the different obligations and responsibilities oftlle

moral subject ('moral agent') in relation to different categories of moral objects

('moral patients'). The principles are ananged according to a gradual widening of the

range of moral objects: the individual human being itself (human dignity; benefit and

haJln; autonomy), other human beings (consent; privacy; equality), human

communities (respect for cultural diversity), humankind as a whole (solidarity; social

responsibility; sharing of benefits) and all living beings and their environment

(protecting future generations and protection of the environment, the biosphere and

biodiversity).

Some of the principles are already widely accepted (e.g. autonomy; consent). Others

have been endorsed in previous Declarations (e.g. sharing of benefits). 'What is

innovative in the set of principles in the new Declaration is the balance struck

between individualist and communitarian moral perspectives. The Declaration

recognizes the principle of autonomy (Art.S) as well as the principle of solidarity

(Art. 13). It emphasizes the principle of social responsibility and health (Art. 14)

which aims at re-orienting bioethical decision~making towards issues urgent to many

countries (such as access to quality health care and essential medicines especially for

women and children, adequate nutrition and water, reduction of poverty and illiteracy,

improvement ofliving conditions and the environment). Finally, the Declaration

anchors the bioethical principles finnly in the rules goveming human dignity, human

rights and fundamental freedoms.

The section on the application of the principles (Arts 18 to 21) is also innovative

because it expresses the spirit in which the principles ought to be applied. It calls for

professionalism, honesty, integrity and transparency in the decision making process;
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the setting up of ethics committees; appropriate assessment and management of risk;

and ethical transnational practices that help in avoiding exploitation of countries that

do not have an ethical infrastructure.

Critical responses

Although reflections on the Declaration are just beginning to appear, critical

responses have focused on four issues: (a) the mandate of UNESCO, (b) the nature of

the text, (c) the connectio11 ofbioethics and human rights, and (d) the primacy of

individual values.

Concems have been raised that with the Declaration UNESCO is "meddling in the

professional domain of another United Nations (UN) agency, WHO" [5, 6].

However, UNESCO is an organization of member states, like WHO. It is up to them

to decide which organization deals with bioethics. Moreover, UNESCO has had a

strong involvement in bioethics for more than a decade. It has produced not only 3

Declarations in this area but a long series of detailed reports of the IBC on various

salient bioethical issues. UNESCO is the only UN agency with a mandate in science.

Setting up a strong program in bioethics recognized the fact that many bioethical

problems are connected with science and technology. The fact that most bioethical

problems nowadays are connected with developments in science and technology has

probably been the major motive far governments to initiate and reinforce the ethics

program of UNESCO. Furthermore, UNESCO has initiated the establishment of the

UN Interagency Committee on Bioethics in 2003 which provides a platfo1111 for

exchange of infannation and coordination of activities with other UN agencies

working in different domains of ethics, such as FAO, WHO and WIPO).
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The nature of the Declaration has sometimes been misunderstood. It has been

criticized as having eliminated "allne\\; obligations of states" [6], as a document

characterized by minimalism and vagueness [7], being produced by experts that are

not really experts [5] . But what is a weakness for some is strength for others. Indeed

in intemational law it is clear that a UN Declaration does not have binding force but

nevertheless it "commands a certain respect" [8]. Because the text is ultimately

adopted by governments, it is necessarily the result of compromise. Underlying this

second criticism seems to be a difference of opinion about what bioethics essentially

is. Is it an academic discipline and "not the playground for government appointed

politician-experts"? [5]. The history ofbioethics in many countries shows that it is a

public movement (emphasizing patient rights and public debate) and policy issue

(resulting in health legislation and international h'eaties) as much as an academic

discipline. The role ofbioethics in many parts of the world is no longer primarily

focused on studies interpreting certain dimensions of the world but rather it focusses

on change of at least some dimensions (and thus bioethics nowadays is involved in

policy-making).

The third source of criticisms has addressed the relationship between bioethics and

human rights. The claim that human rights do not feature prominently in bioethics [5]

is not supported by facts. International documents such as the European Convention

on Human Rights and Biomedicine, and the WMA Declaration of Helsinki refer to

human rights (and human dignity). The UNESCO Declaration continues this appeal to

human rights in establishing global bioethics principles. The connection with human

rights was already made in the 1997 Universal Declaration on the Human Genome

Clnd Human Rights. Some scholars have recently pointed out that the Declaration's

grounding of bioethics in universal human rights will bring intemational bioethics
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into a new phase of involvement with regulation and implementation, being accepted

as part of international law. Eventually, it may be expected that the new Declaration

will become the starting point for an intemational bioethics convention (9, 10].

The fourth criticism questions the relationship between universal and culture-related

values (5, 7]. It is argued that the Declaration) for example in Article 3, gives primacy

to individual interests. Examining the listed principles) it is however remarkable that

agreement was reached on a much broader range of plinciples, beyond the

individuaIIy orientated ones. It is true that no hierarchy is given among the several

principles. Nonetheless, Article 3 is remarkable since is has exactly similar warding

as other documents (such as the Declaration of Helsinki). The key word in the Article,

in fact, is "sole"; if society is seriously threatened, for example, by a pandemic)

individual interests can be restricted, as expressed in Article 27. It remains to be seen

whether the right balance has been struck between universal human values and

cultural differences [11] and what will be the usefulness of the Declaration in the

diverse practices ofbioethics. At the same time, the Declaration contains an

expression of a major characteristic of bioethics: Bioethical problems commonly arise

because conflicts exist between several competing ethical principles. Sometimes it is

not obvious which principle will prevail. Accordingly, a careful balancing of

principles is usuaIIy required. The new Declaration states principles that may
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Implications and impact

It is significant that al1l9l Member States of UNESCO were able to agree upon the

relevant bioethical principles. Although the Declaration is a non-binding legal

instrument, it is the first international document in bioethics adopted by all

govemments. Other very influential documents have been adopted by nOn

govemmental organizations (e.g. the Declaration of Helsinki). However, generally,

these do not create the same commitment on the part of governments.

It is impOltant to note that the UNESCO Declaration has already been cited as

relevant intemational text in the recent judgment of the European Court of Human

Rights in the Case of Evans v the United Kingdom [12]. Fmthennore, the new

Declaration is the beginning rather than the end of a process of intemationalization of

bioethics. Special attention therefore needs to be given to the application of the

principles and the dissemination and the promotion of the Declaration. Member States

that have not already done so are incouraged in the Declaration to establish bioethics

committees; to promote infOlmed pluralistic public debate; to foster bioethics

education and training; and to take appropriate legal measures to facilitate

transnational research.

The ethics program of UNESCO has initiated three programs to promote the

application of the plinciples oftlle Declaration in the Member States. First, the Global

Ethics Observatory (GEO) has been set up to provide data concerning ethics experts

and institutions, committees, societies in all UNESCO Member States, as well as

detailed infom1ation conceming existing ethics teaching programs [13]. At the

moment, groups of experts are developing materials and data for a comparative

international database oflegislation and guidelines in the domain ofbioethics.

Second, the Ethics Education Program is mapping ethics teaching programs and
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creating networks of experts in this area in order to exchange detailed infoll11ation on

existing teaching programs and to promote the development of new ones. A

committee of expe11s is drafting a proposal for a core cuniculum in bioethics, based

on the Declaration, At the same time UNESCO is offering a training course for ethics

teachers (with the first such course in Bucharest, Romania in November 2006). Third,

the Assisting Bioethics Committees project is providing practical l11fol1llation about

the establishment of ethics committees and the work methods and procedures of

committees [14]. Task forces of experts have been set up that are offering technical

assistance to countries wishing to establish such committees.

Intemational organizations such as UNESCO will continue to assist countries to

develop an ethical infrastructure so that human beings every"\'here can benefit from

the advances of science and technology within a framework of respect for human

rights fundamental freedoms and cultural diversity..

For centuries bioethical concems have been mainly addressed in two separate fields of

discourse. Relevant basic principles have been promulated in the health sciences and

also in legal rules expressing basic civil rights. The great merit of the new UNESCO

Universal Declaratio1Z all Bioethics and Human Rights is that it brings these two

streams together; does so at a global and universal level accepted by 191 nation states;

and places the combined statement in a wider setting concemed with the protection of

future generations of human beings and of the environment and biosphere of all living

things. It may be hoped that those concerned with bioethical questions everywhere

will rise to its challenge.
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A1\TNEX

CNIVERSAl DECLARATION ON BIOETHICS AND HUMAN RIGHTS - PR[l'\CIPLES

Arlicl~ 3 - Human Dignitr lmd Human Rights

Human dignity, human rights and fundamental freedoms are 10 be fully respected.

The interests and welfare of lhe individual should have priority over the sole interest (If science or socielY.

Article 4 - Benefit and Harm

[n applying llnd lIdvancing scienntic knowledge. medical practice and associ:lled lechologies, direct ;lnd indirect benefits to

palients, research plIrticiplInts and other affected individuals should be maximizt::d and any possible harm 10 such individuals

should be minimized.

Article 5- Autonom)' anti Individual Responsibility

The autonomy of persons to make decisions. while taking responsibility for those decisions lmd respecting the autonomy of

others. is 10 be respected. For persons who :Ire not capable of exercising autonomy. special measures arc to be taken 10 protect

their rights and interests.

Arlicle 6 - Consent

a) Any preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic medical intervention is only to be carried out Wilh the prior, Iree and

infonned consent of the person concerned, based on adequate infom1tltion. The consent should, where appropriate, be express

nnd may be withdrawn by the person concerned at any lime and for :my reason without disadvantnge or prejudice.

b) Scientific resenrch should only be carried out with the prior, free. express nnd informed consen! of the person

concerned. The information should be adequate, provided in a comprehensible form and should include the modalities for

withdrawal of consent. The consent may be withdrawn by the person concerned at any rime and for any reason without any
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disadvantage or prejudice. Exceptions 10 this principle should be made only in accordance with ethic",1 und legal standards

ndopted by States, consistent with the principles and provisions set out itl this Declaration, in panicular in Article 27. and

international human rights law.

c) In appropriate cases of research carried out on a group of persons or a community, additional agreement of the legal

representatives ofthe group or community concerned may be sought. ln no case should a collective community agreemenl or the

consent ofa community leader or other authority substitute for un individunl's informed consent.

Article 7 - Persons ,,·!thout the capacit)' to consllnt

In accord:lncc wilh domestic Inw, special protection is to be given to persons who do not have the capacity to consent:

a) authorization for research and medical practice should be obtained in accord:l1lce with the best interest of the person

concerned and in accordance with domestic law. However, the person concerned should be involved to the greatest extent

possible in the decision-making process of consent, as well :IS that ofwithdrawing consent;

b) research should only be cnlTied out for his or her direct ncn1lh benefit. subjeCltO the authorization and the protective

conditions prt'scribed by law. and if there is no research alternative of comparable effectiveness with research p:ll1icipants able to

constnt. Research which does 110t have potential direct health benefit should only be undertnken by way of exception. with lhe

utmost restraint, exposing the person only to a minimal risk and minimal burden and, if the resellrch is expected to contribute to

I
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lhe h~ollh bene 111 (If other persons in the ~ame category, subject to the conditions prescribed by j<lW and compatible wilh the

prOI<.'Clion of!11<.' individual's human rights. Rcfu5:l1 ofsuch persons to 101,(,' part in rcseol"Ch should be respected.

Aflidc 8- Re~Jlccl for Human VulncrublJity :Ind Pcnouallntcgrj~'

In applying and advancing scientific knowledge. medical practice lind associated technologies. humnn vulnerability should be

laken into account. lndividuals and groups of special \'ulncrabilily should be protected and the personal integrity of such

individuals respected.

Article 9 - Pril'ac~' nnd COllfldentl3lify

The privacy orlhc pnsons concerned and the confidentiality of their personal information should be respected. To the grealest

e.\lell! pos~ible. such information should not be used or disclosed for purposes other than those for which it was collected or

consented to. consistent with intel1lational law. in panicular international human rigills law.

Article 10 - Equ:llll)', Justice and Equity

The fundamental equality of all human beings in dignity and rights is to be respected so that they are Ireated justly and equitably.

Arliele II - Non-Discl"!nlination and Non-Stlgmatiz:ttion

No individu.:11 or group should be discriminaled against or stigmalized on any grounds. in violation of human dignity. human

rights and fundamental freedoms.

Article 12 - Respect for Cultural D/\'ersit)' ami Pluralism

The imponance of cultural diversity and pluralism should be given due regard. However, such considerations are not to be

invoked to infringe upon human dignity, human rights and fundamental freedoms, nor upon the principles set OUI in this

Declaration. nor to limit their ~cope.

Article 13 - Solid:1rlt)' and Cooperation

Solidarity amon,g human beings and international cooperation towards that end Dre to be encoul'il,ged.

Artide 14 - Sorinl Responsibility and Health

D) The promotion of heahh and social development for their people is Dcentral purpose of gOvernmclllS. that nll sectors

of society share.

b) Taking into account that the enjoymen! of the highest attainable standard of heolth is one of lhe fundamental rights of

every humOln being without distinction of rOlce, religion, political belief, economic or social condition, progress in science nnd

lcchno logy should advance;

(i) access to quolity health care and essential medicines. including especilllly for the health of women and

children, because health is essential 10 Jile itself and must be considered as a social ami humiJ,n good;

(Ii) access to adequ.:lte nutrition and water;

(iii) improvement ofliving conditions and the environment;

(iv) elimination of the mar,ginalization Dnd the el'clusion of persons on the bOlSis ohny grounds; and

(v) reduction ofpoverty nnd illiteracy.

Article lS - Sharing of Benents

a) Benefits resulting from any scientific resenrch and its applications should be shared with society :IS a whole and

within lhe international community, in particular with developin,g countries. In giving erfectlo this prirn:iple, benefits may take

any of the following forms:( 
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(f) specinl and ~I$toin:lble aSS\sl:mce 10. and acknowlcdgem~nt ol~ the persons and groups thaI

hove token port in lhe resenrch;

(ii) access 10 qU:l1ilY henllh cure,

(iii) provision of new dingnostic and therapeutic mod:llilies or products stemming fwm rcscorch;

(iv) suppell for health services;

(\') access to scientific and technological knowledge;

(vi) capaCil)'-building facilities for rcsenrch pU11Xlses; and

(vii) other forms of benefit consistent with the principles set QUI in this Declaration.

b) Benefits should not constitute improper inducements 10 pal1icipate in rcscorch.

Article 16 - Protecting Future Generations

The impact of life sciences on fulure gener::ltions, including on their genetic constitution, should be given due regard,

Article 17 - Protection of tIle Em'lronment, the Blosphel'e and Biodlverslt}'

Dtle regard is to be given 10 the interconnection between human beings llnd other foml~ of life, to Ihe illlponnnee ofapproprinte

llceess ::lI1d utilization ofbiologicnl :md genelic resources, 10 thr respect for trndilional knowledge and to the role ofhunlnn brings

in the protection of the environment, the biosphere and biodiversity
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